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The meetin~ was called to order at 10.1.,5 a.m.

(d) U}YlTED mTIONS P~VOLVINC FUND FOR }&TUP~kL PJ~SOURCES EXPLORATION (continued)

(DP/477 and Corr,1, __DP/428~_ ..DP/4Ot~ ~ DP/4~O ~ ’DP/43]_, .DP/GC/YOCTII/C}~P o t 7’]’

i. Hr. ALBORNOZ (Ecuador) paid a tribute to the quality of the report on the
activities of the United Nations Revolving Fund for ~atural Resources Exploration
(’DP/477)~ he shared the optimism whicbit rei%ected regarding Fund-assisted
exploration activities. In Ecuador~ the l~and’s projects were meeting major needs.
Project ECU/NR/76/OO1, completed in July 1979~ had made it possible %o discover
a promising silver deposit. On the otI er h d, kproject ECU/m/77/OO1 was not yet
operational~ because of administrative delays caused primarily by the change in
government which had occurred as a result of elections. It would be necessary
to ensure that operations began immediately after the sisming of the project
agreement between the Government and UI~P. ¯ ........ ’ ........

2. In general~ UNDP support was very useful £0r the implementation of Ecuador’ s
five-year plan~ UNDP played as~ essential role by~6o-6~inating the inputs of
the various United Nations ~iagencies and of bilateral sources. UNDP was
increasingly effective in the performance of its representation~ co-ordination and
fins~cing functi0ns;! .... In that conne:uion his delegation endorsed the recommendation
in paragraph ~2 of document DP/477 that authority should be delegated to the
Administrator to approve projects financed by the Fund.

]. %Tnile the gmowing effectiveness of the UNDP Office of Projects Execution was
to be welcomed~ the steady rise in the cost of executing agency services remained a
matter of great concern. The pu~rpose of the assist&nce provided ~ras to finance
field activities~ not %o expand the staff at the agencies’ headquarters. ~a~ile
the Governing Council was approving minimal IPFs for the next five-year period~ it
appea~ed that a few simple administrative measures had produced savings of nearly
$51 million in the operational costs of the agencies. It was to be hoped that that
sum would be used to replenish the reserves needed to finance the minimal IPFs of
the great majority of countries which had an annual per capita income of more
than $5oo. : ....

4. Mr. AL-AWADHI (Kuwait) informed the Council that the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation
had recently become a shareholder in the International Energy .Development Corporation~
which had been set up in November 1979 to promote the development of energy
resources in third-world countries~ in pamticular through projects aimed at
accelerating oil and gas exploration in those countries. The International Energy

.Development Corporation would co-operate closely with the Governments of developing
countries and international development institutions in undertaking progrmm~es
designed to meet the needs of each country~ and would mobilize the necessary
financial and technical resources. In that connexion~ he recalled that one of
the main functions of the OPEC International .Development Agency - formerly the
OPEC Fund - was to fin~ce projects aimed at developing energy sources in the
developing countries~ particularly in the hydrocarbons sector.
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5. The Director-General of the OPEC Fund had already stated that the Fund was
prepared to contribute immediately i0 per cent of the resources now envisaged for
the Energy Fund for E~loration and Pre-lnvestment Surveys. Ho~rever, the
decision to establish the Energy Fund should not be taken hastily; it might be
preferable to aws/t the results of the meeting of government experts ~roposed in
document DP/438 and of the Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy
to be held in 1981. In particular, the activities of the proposed Fund appeared
to. duplicate those of other United Nations bodies and international institutions,
such as the World Bank.

6. In conclusion, he mentioned the activities of seven development institutions
in the Arab world to which his country contributed and which, during the

first quarter of 1980, had extended to ~0 developing countries soft loans ~noumting
to i~404 million in various fields, including energy, highways, s~gricu!ture,
industry , ba!smce-of-payments support and trade financing.

7. Mr. SCHItlD (Austria) agreed with the statement in document DP/477 that 1979 had
marked a decisive turning point in the Fund’s development, with its first
exploration success and a significant increase in the number of Governments which
had met the prerequisite for Fund assistance. The initial stage, with all its
difficulties, had therefore been completed, as a result of a collective effort.
He endorsed the recommendations confined in paragraph 32 of document DP/477

concerning the delegation to the Administrator of authority %o approve projects
financed by the Fund and the financing of an expert group to assist in the 1981
revie~r of Fund operations. His delegation was pleased to note that administrative
expenses had declined from 24.8 per cent of expenditure in 1977 to -l-7-per cent
in 1980~ it wished to encourage the new Director of the F~uud to pursue his efforts
in that direction.

8. The proposal to establish an Energy Fund for Exploration and Pre-lnvestment
Surveys (DP/4~8) related to a subject wltich: was of increasin~ concern to the
international community. The holding of a United Nations conference on New and
Renewable Sources of Energy was evidence of the desire to resolve a problem which
was particularly serious for countries lacking energy resources. The proposed
Fund could help countrieswhich were not eligible for the loan programme of the
World B~nk and could complement the Bank’s activities. However~ the Fund’s
mandate must be analysed and defined carefully if potential donors were to be
attracted. In conclusion, his delegation thanked the Director-General of the
OPEC Fund~ who, at the 694th meeting, had pledged participation of I0 per cent.

9. ~r. GREEN (New Zealand) congratulated ~r. Kobayashi, who ~ras well l~no~a~ 
the Asian and Pacific region~ on his appointment as the near Director of the
United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration. The New Zealand
delegation was prepared to approve the recommendations contained in paragraph 32 of
document DP/477, but found them unclear on two points:¯ first, it should be indicated
why the General Assembly had not appropriated the necessary credits to finance the
expert group that would conduct a revie~ of the Fund’s’operations; secondly, ¯it
should be expressly stated that the authority delegated to the Administrator would
be exercised within the limits of available resources. Moreover, tlie proposed
modification of the funding system seemed sufficiently important to warrant formal
endorsement by the Governing Council in i~s decision relating to the Revolving Fund.
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i0. In the geners£ dehate~ his delegat£on had already expressed reservations with
respect to the proposal contained in document DP/~$3S. The statistics srovided by the,

!Administrator and the representative of the Wor_d Ban~ did 9 of course~ show that the
needs for assistance in %he ener~r field were very ~eat. Horeover~ New Zealand
recognized the importance of UN~P’s role in that field~ as could be seem fro~ its
participation in the geothermal training project to which the Director @f the
Division £or Global and Interregional Projects had referred at the 692nd meeting.
New Zealand had been pleased to co-operate with UN~P in establishing the
Geothermal Institute and wished to share its experience with other countries
concerned. However~ it was not certain that the establishment of a fund would be the
most appropriate response to the needs in question, First of all~ the record of
recent years raised certain doubts. Horeover~ the Administrator himself recognized
that~ in the light of the results of the review of the Revolving Fund’s activities ~
and of the conclusions of the Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy~’
the proposed fund might be discontinued or subsumed in some other funding mechanism:
in view of those doubts about the medium-term future, it might %e asked whether
i~mmediate needs could not be met in some other way. The delegations of~Japan and
the United States had mentioned other possible solutions~ for its part~ his
delegation thought that use could be made of existing mechanisms~ subject to
modification of their terms of reference if necessary. Lastly~ he suggested that~
in considering th e proposal to create a new fund~ the Governing Council should take
due account of section V of the report on the evaluation of the global programme

(DP/456).
11. Hr. WANG Zichuan (China) welcomed the fact that~ during its five years 
operation~ the Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration had m:ade satisfactozR¢
progress~ and expressed his gratitude to UKDP~ the Japanese Government and other :~:
Governments. The Fund could certainly do much to help developing countries to explore
their natural resources~ ~ow@ver~ many developing countries had adopted a , ::
"wait and see" attitude for various reasons: first~ the capacity and effectiveness

of the Fund still remained to be proved ~ secondly ~ as the Chinese delegation had
already poinged 0u% in the Governing C0uncil~ some articles in the project

agreement s left some±hing to be desired. In order to expand its activities~ the
Fund should revise %he articles which were unsatisfactory.

12. His delegation supported the Achninistrator’s recommendations in paragraph 32
of document DP/477 and consratulated Hr. Kobayashi on his appointment~ in addition!~
it endorsed the Administrator’ s reco,~mmenda%ions concerning projects DP/428 ~ 429~
4}0 and 431~ which related respectively to Egypt~ Guyana~ the Philippines and the
Upper Volta. ~:

I~. Hr. PA~RAJAH. (Uniged Kations Industrial Development Organization) said that
at its Third General Conference~ held at New Delhi in early 1980~ UNIDO had decided
to intensify its activities in the energy field by providing~ as in all its
priority areas~ for action by the developing countries~ by the developed countries
and by the UNDI0 secretariat. Th8 efforts undertaken would be along three main
lines: first~ more efficient u~i!iz%tion of energy in industry as a result of
energy conservation measures and %he application of appropriate technology~ secondly~
production~ repair and maintenance im~ideveloping countries of energy-relaled
equipmen~ and appliances~ including hydro-power equipment and installations for the
use of ~61ar~ wind~ biomass~ and other new energies~ and~ thirdly~ %he production of
new and renewable sources of energy~ including biomass-derived fuels.



14. In recognition of the essential role of energy in industrial development,
a special advisory group had been established to consolidate and guide the futurb
UNID0 energy progra~me~ the group woul~ co-operate closely with the Adminis%r&t.i0n
of UNDP in pianning and carrying out technical c0-operation programmes. ~ore0ver,
i£~. the Governing Council decided to establish the Energy Fund for E~loration and
Pre-lnvestment Surveys, proposed in document DP/438, UNID0 would welcome the
opportunity to co-operate in projects designed to investigate new and renewable
sources of energy through:demonstration and small pilot plants. - ................ .....

15. Mr. BA-i.SSA (Democratic Yemen) said that energy was an essential factor for
the socio-economic development of the developing countries, and even for the
survival of those with the lowest income. 0il, in particular, played a crucial
role~ the imperialists w’ere wasting it, the transnational corporations derived
exorbitant profits from it, and threats of military intervention were ezen made ’

~at the risk of endangering world security, whereas the developing countries had to
make great sacrifices in order to meet their modest needs. In that connexion,
he congratulated the Administrator for having proposed an Energy Fund for
Exploration and Pre’Investment Surveys, and thanked the Director-General of the
OPEC Fund who had indicated at the 694th meeting the support which the 0PECFund
would provide if the Energy Fund was established.

¯ A..
16. As indicated in document DP/437, the developing countries w’er~ more preoccupied
with energy supply and prices than with the conservation and efficient use of energy,
whiQh were of greater concern to the industrialized countries. The projects
financed by UNDP in that field were limited in number and scope; the proposed Fund
would certainly help the low-income countries, which had difficulty in obtaining
fuel and were neglected by the major oil companies. In its report, the
Brandt Commission advocated special arrangements, including financial assistance
for those countries, In that connexion~ he stressed that the proposed Fund should
not impose additional financial obligations on the poorer countries.

17. Fo.r the Fund to become operational, it was essential that the generous offer
by OPEC should evoke an even more¯ generous response from the developed countries.
In view of the guarantees given in document DP/438~ in particular the fact that
the Fund would be advised by representatives of DZTDP, the United Nations and the
Worl.d Bank, and of the advantages, mentioned by the Administrator~ of an
established administrative framework, including a field office network, there was
no justification for the reservations which had been voiced in that respeot.~ .......

18. Mr. VEGEGA (Acting Assistant Administrator and Director, ~ Bureau for Special
Activities) said, in reply to the first point raised by the representative of
New Zealand, that the General Assembly had not taken a decision on the financing
of an expert group to assist in the 1981 review of the operations of the
Revolving Fund because it was United Natilons’ policy not to finance from its
regular budget expert group meetings relating to extrabudgetary activities. The
cost of such meetings should be borne by the Fund which financed the activities in
question. When that information had reached the UNDP secretariat, document DP/677
and Com:.l had already been prepared. With regard to the second point raised by
the representative of New Zealand 9 a satisfactory reply was to be found in the
draft decision submitted by Italy (DP/GC/XXVII/CRP.17), which confirmed the approval
of t.he four p~ojects submitted "subject %o availability of funds"; a similar phrase
could easily be included in paragraph 2 of the same draft.
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19. In response to the comments made by the representative of China Concerning
agsetments and project agreements with recipient countries~ he zssid that the
Administration of UNDP had deemed it ~referable to await the views of the expert
group on the Fund’s mode of operation so that it could conduct a judicious revision
of its procedures.

20. Fir. KOBAYASHI (Director of the United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural
Resources Exploration) thanked the representatives who had approved his appointment
as Director of the Revolving Fund. He would take due account of th~&r comments
on the current and future activities of the Fund and would do his utmost to ensure
its success.

21. Fir. MORSE (Administrator) thanked the representatives who had supported,
sometimes enthusiastically~ his proposal to establish an Energy Fund for Exploration
and Pre-investment Surveys. He would study carefully the various commen~s which had
been made and would refer to them at a subsequent meeting.

22. Hr. HORSE (Administrator) emphasized the singular and growing success of the
UnitedNations Volunteer programme, which in 1979 had achieved a record programming

and delivery increase of 60 per cent. UNV activities would have to be stepped up
Still further to attain the new target of 1,000 Volunteers in the field by 1983.

However, as the number of Volunteers sent to the field increased, so must~there
be an expansion in the resources of the Special Voluntary Fund~ which had t oabsorb
the external assignment costs of developing-country Volunteers. As requested by the
Council, the UKV programme was also intensifying its activities in the field of ~ ~

youth and domestic development service, and that too required gmeater resources.’.

23. In his visits to developing countries, he had seen the highly effective work

being I done by the men and women who were the heart of that dynamic programme.
It was:~ £1ourishing enterprise which fully justified the confidence placed by the
Council in the concept of inte~national voluntarism. He therefore recomm.ended that
the Council should provide continuing and increasing support to that programme,
which had given a new and vital dimension to United Nations development efforts.

24. Hr. NABULSI (Co-ordinator of ~he United Nations Volunteer progr~mme)
expressed appreciation for the support received by the UNV programme during the
previous year: the never-failing attention 0f the Administrator~ the.@011ahoration
of the United Nations system and of the GOvernments of both developing and
industrialized countries and~ above all~ the commitment of all serving Volunteers
had enabled the programme to achieve an unprecedented rate of growth. The
Administrator’s report (DP/~84) illustrated the contribution made by the programme
to common development efforts~ in addition~ the concept of an international corps
of volunteers belonging to the United Nations system was now viable. Yet
difficulties had been experienced at the outset: when the %rNV progranme had become
operational, sever&l years after its es%ablishment~ the virtual stagnation of
activities had left the impression that it enjoyed only token acceptance as a
development tool. lt had seemed impossible to find sufficient men and women
willing to volunteer their capabilities for the benefit of the developing world.
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25. -ehe situation had chs~ged considerably since that time~ the Ul~ programme had
gained significant ~-or!-.~,,’~:!.C’~ accep~’s~ce and achieved moment~m~ and under the aegis
of UNDP~ the concept of international voluntarism had proved itself as a technical
co-operation mechanism, ~ concept enabled qualified persons - especially young
people - to part ~ipate in the global dc ~lopment effort u: ~er a formula which,
no%~¢ithsts~ding -ti~e ~,~ide ~:a~i~j of perso;-~l motivations~ not only implied a modest
level of remuneration but also required the right qualifications and skills to meet
specific needs in the countries concerned. Thus~ voluntarism was no longer the
preserve of certain groups or a means of salving the conscience; it provided an
opportunity for the global sharing of technicity under the aegis of the
United 17ations., ~here were current]7 some 800 middle-!evel: s~nd upper-level
technicians~ representing 75 developing and industrialized countries~ working in
82 developing cm~utries and territories° However~ what they were doing for others~
for themselves~ for their coum_tries and for the world could not be quantified.

26. U}~rs activities were based on the principle of universality. 1~e programming
and assignment of Volunteers was done in %he light of the specific needs articulated
by the d@veloping countries, and recruitment was conducted on as wide a geographical
basis as possible. In addition~ there was the key concept of "relevance"~ as
explained by the Administrator (DP/484, para. I0). Special attention was also paid
to the concept of "new dimensions", The programming and assib~0ment of Volunteers
within the institutional framework of the country concerned and under the direct
control of the Government not only enabled a closer working relationship to be
established at the operational level but er/~anced the Government’s capacity to
manage technical co-operation personnel. Hany Governments welcomed that approach~
which enabled them to make additional use of the progrmmme’s potential.

27. Among the many special, new activities developed by the programme during the
previous year~ t~o warranted particular mention. ’lhe first was the programme of
assistance drawn up in agreement with the United i~fations i Ligh Commissioner for
Refugees~ under which the services of some 40 UB%’s were to be made available to aid
the South-East Asisz~ refugees° Fin~cing of that programme had been made possible
by a special UNDP contribution pledged the previous year and by additional support
from bilateral so;.rces~ notably the Unit i States~ Consid~’ation was being given
to similar progrs~mes desijn~d ’~ al\eviate the situation o±~ refugees in Soma!ia
and other parts of Africa.

28. Another special short-term progrmmae~ which had become fully operational
during the previous year~ was a project formulated in response to an urgent request
from the Coverm~_ent of Sri Lsnkao £i~_der the project~ 120 doctors from the Asia and
Pacific region provi~ed medical attention to some I0~000 out-patients and some
5~O00 in-patients each day~ In the pasty Sri Lar~a had had one of the most
effective health delivery systems in the region, but in recent times trained
medical personnel had been leaving the country in pursuit of more attractive and
better remunerated work in the West While allowing its citizens full liberty
to travel s~d work abroad~ the C~vernment was taking major steps to halt that
exodus of skilled manpower~ In the immediate future~ however~ the country required
assistance. For that reason~ the UI,~r programme had dispatched doctors who were
working under the direct supervision of the Ministry of Health and whose effective
work among the rural population had been fully recognized.
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29. At a previous session, the Governing Council had emphasized the need to
diversify the recruitment of United Nations Volunteers from industrialized countries.
A high-level consultant had been entrusted with the task of conducting consultations
with Governments and national co-operating organizations in the coquetries concerned
by the end of the year, in order to examine not only means of achieving a broader
recruitment base but also urgent matters relating to the resources of the
Special Volunta~/ Fund. A good number of industrialized-country organizations
co-operating with the L~P¢ programme had expressed support for the achievement of
cl~ser co-operation in the identification and recruitment of candidates.

30. The Ui~ pregramme’s activities in the fields of youth and domestic development
service (DP/484, paras. 13-19) had been stepped up still further in recent months.

"The regional project of technics/ co-operation with domestic development service
organizations in Asia and the Pacific had been endorsed by the required number of
Governments in the region and had entered the operational phase, composed of various
subprojects which included the establishment of appropriate technology/ centres and
trainin{, multinational exchange and on-the-job training schemes for development~

service volunteers. The regional project "Promotion of youth participation in social
development activities" in Latin America continued to receive the active support of
the I0 signatory Cbvernments as it entered its third phase of activity. He wished
to oonfinn that no effort would be spared to ensure the success of the International
Youth Year (1985). With regard to the recommendation of the Administrator
(DP/484, para. 31), he ensured the Council that the Uh~/ programme would continue
to take fully into accmmnt, in the discharge of its mandate, the technical competence
6f the specialized agencies and the need to work closely with agencies conducting
core activities directly related to youth.

31. On the question of resources, he confirmed that the progrsmme was complyingwith
the decision taken by the Council at its twenty-fourth session, which had provided
that in-count~ Costs should be[ financed from IPFs and related resource allocations
for the respective country and that use of the Special Voluntary i~l~nd should be
gradually reduced. The Cot~mcil had also decided that the D]TDP contribution of
$i million to the Special Voluntary Fund should be steadily diminished each year
until being ~iscontinued from I January 1982. ],/hereas, in 1977, 65 per cent of U~
in-country costs had been met from the Special Vol~mtazlf ~J1d, that proportion was
now only I0 per cent, and it could therefore be anticipated that, after I January 1982,
the only e~enditures that might actually be charged to the ~md would relate to
Volunt@er posts to which the 9kund had been committed prior to I January 1982.
The Council’s directives had therefore been complie d with, but that had entailed
financial and programming hardship for the least developed and newly independent
countries most in need of assistance. In some cases, inputs of middle-level
Volunteer personnel had had to be curtailed or cancelled. The Council might wish
to bear that in mind if it decided t0 reconsider its directives on the use of the
Special Voluntary Fund and UNDP’s contribution to that Fund. At the
twenty-sixth session of the Governing Council, some representatives had opposed
the discontinuance of that support to the least developed and newly independent
countries. A more complete report on the consequences of that decision would be
submitt@d to the Council at its following session, before the Council’s decision
took full effect.
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32. The general status of the Fund’s exPenditures and commitments was described in
document DP/484. Its present resources would not allow the Fund to comply with its
terms of reference and finance all activities planned, a situation which gave cause
for major concern. The UNV programme was expected to maintain, if not exPand , its
activities, but failing an increase in t~le resources of the only fund available, the
programme would undergo not only stagnation but indeed retrenchment. He therefore
hoped that the Council mightwish to reiterate its appeal to all member Governments
for increased contributions.

33 The programme’s staffing resources were extremely modest. During the previous
few years, activities had tripled, yet there had been virtually no change in the
level of staffing. The programme’s taskgrew daily more difficult. In recent years,
it had been served By a singularly committed core staff~ but it was clearly not
possible to go on asking a limited number of Professionals to programme and backstop
an ever-growing number of volunteer technical personnel in the field.

34. The year 1981 would constitute a significant milestone for the UNV programme,
marking its tenth anniversary. That would be a time for assessment, and despite
everything that remained to be done, the unique, effective and innovative role which
the programme now played in technical co-operation for development could n0~ but be
recognized.

35. Hr. HARE (Canada) welcomed the growth of the UNV programme, and in particular the
increase in the number of Volunteers from recipient countries a~d the attention
accorded to the most needy countries.

36. His delegation noted with satisfaction that the programme’s activities were
increasingly financed from IPFs and trusted that reliance on the programme reserve
could be phased out~ as intended, by 1982 without detriment to the growth of
activities. That shift raised the question of the Special Voluntary Fund. The Fund
had served as a catalyst during the inaugural phase of the programme, and now that

the IPFs were being used to an increasing extent, it would be appropriate to consider
how those voluntary contributions might best be applied. His delegation therefore
looked forward to the report on that subject which was to be submitted to the Council
at its next session, it hoped that the UN~ Co-ordinator and his staff would achieve
the target of 1,000 Volunteers by 19839 a target which the Canadian delegation
regarded as realistic and indicative of the international community’s confidence in
that important progra~ime.

37. Ym. SCHMID (Austria) noted with satisfaction that the UNV programme, which his
country had consistently supported from the beginning, was successfully developing
and, as well as expanding its activity, was also improving its quality.

38. His delegation fully endorsed the two concepts underlyingprogramme activities~
the first of them being to gear the programme to the needs of the recipient countries
in terms of skills and people required under volunteer conditions of service, and the
second being "relevance", meaning that the UNVs were better able than other,
higher-level, experts to respond to some of the basic development needs of the
developing countries, expecially the least-advanced. The UNV programme was currently
called upon to tackle the very grave problems arising from the presence in various
parts of the world~ and especially in South-East Asia, of very large numbers of
refugees.
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39. He further noted with satisfaction that the programme had endeavoured to limit
administrative expenses to the minimum, and that though there were currently over
700 Volunteers in the field, the authorized staff comprised only 15 Professional
officers.

40. While looking forward to the in-depth discussion on the future of the UNV
programme which was expected to be held in 1981~ he stressed his Government’s
approval of the suggestions made by the Administrator in paragraph 28 (a) to (d)
of document DP/484 concerning ways of making better use of the programme’s potential
in the context of over-all technical co-operation efforts. His Government was
particularly gratified to see that the programme was providing opportunities for
young professional women to pe~rticipate within the United Nations development system
and for personnel from developing countries to be recruited, which helped to promote
technical co-operation among developing countries (TCDC).

41. Encouraged by the programme’s success, his Country would continue to give it
active support.

42. Mr. EGUCHI (Japan) said that his Government greatly appreciated the
Co-ordinator’s efforts to reach the target figure of 1,000 Volunteers by 1983,
largely by calling upon the services of developing-countrynationals~ an approach
which he felt was bound to promote TCDC.

43. His Government would~ ho~rever, like the UNV secretariat to endeavour, while
striving to increase the number of Volunteers still further, to select particularly
useful projects and~ to that end, to accord greater attention to the needs of the
recipient countries than to the qualifications of the Volunteers engaged.

44. Mr. van de SA~FD (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the increase in the
number of United Nations Volunteers in the field~ from 406 to 6~4 in one year,
clearly indicated that the developing countries, especially least advanced among them,
those which had only recently become independent or were hard-hit by the economic
crisis, needed the kind of expertise that the Volunteers could offer. That result
was greatly to the credit of the UNV Co-ordinator and his relatively small staff.
Unfortunately, the rapid increase in the number of Volunteers meant that the UNV
secretariat was not able to prepare sad plan assignments of Volunteers far enough in
advance for that type of co-operation to yield optimum results. Special attention
should be given to the problem.

45. The high percentage and expertise of Volunteers from developing countries showed
that the UNV programme was a good means of promoting TCDC; that was being recognized
by an increasing number of countries, as indicated by their willingness to finance
the internal costs of UN~J inputs from their IPFs. In addition~ the programme offered
qualified national personnel in developing countries opportunities to participate more
actively in their country’s economic and social development.

46. The Government of his country, and in particular, its Development Service, had
long co-operated with the UNV programme. However, in the course of recent
discussions at Bonn, representatives of his Government and the Co-ordinator had
recognized the need to intensify such co-operation still further and establish closer
contacts between all the parties concerned - co-operating agencies, volunteer
organizations and Governments~ that might perhaps resolve the difficulties experienced
in his country, as in all other industrialized comutries, in recruiting Volunteers.
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47. Lastly, he announced that his country’s contribution to the Special Voluntary
Fund, which had risen from DM 300,000 in 1978 to DM 350,000 in 1979, would be
maintained at the latter level in 1980~ he pointed out that the considerable
expenditure of the services responsible for financing the costs of recruitment and
training and the other external costs of its national United Nations Volunteers were
in addition to that sum.

48. Mr. RUSO (Finland) noted with satisfaction that the number of Volunteers had
increased by almost 60 per cent between 1978 and 1979~ that many of those Volunteers
had been placed in the least developed countries9 and that more and more women and
many developing-country nationals were being recruited. He felt, however~ that the
proportion Of Volunteers accounted for by developing-countryn~tionalu- 75 per cent -
was adequate and that efforts should be made to recruit more Volunteers from
industrialized countries. In that connexion, his delegation hoped that the Co-ordinator
would continue to consult the Governments of such countries regarding ways of
simplifying recruitment procedures. The Co-ordinator should also co-operate more
actively with the specialized agencies, some Of which were experiencing a shortage~

of middle-level expertise and were therefore unable to fill a considerable number of
associate expert posts~ some of these posts might be filled by United Nations
Volunteers.

49. Whereas the programme should recruit Volunteers from as many countries as possible,
more than half the Volunteers in the field were from four Asian countries. His
delegation regretted that imbalance and hoped it would speedily be corrected.

50. As to the programme’s future, his delegation fully supported the Co-ordinator’s
efforts to reach the target of I~000 Volunteers by 1983, provided the quality of the
service could be maintained. The proposed formal consultations with Governments and
agencies participating in UNV recruitment should facilitate ~he Co-ordinator’s task.
In that connexion, the Finnish Government continued tobelieve that the programme
should be financed from country IPFs, a practice which would ensure that the
Volunteers’ services met developing countries’ priority needs, as determined by their

Governments. .. -

¯. ], . " .j
¯ . . ¯ - . . . ,

51. As a result of intensified co-operation between his Government and the UNV
programme, more than & dozen Finnish Volunteers were expected to be in the field by
the end of 1980.

52. N~" AHLAN~ER (Observer for Sweden) congratulated the Administrator and the UNV
Co-ordinator on their success in developing activities under the UNV programme so
considerably with only a minimal increase in staff.

53. He said he would like to know whether the qualifications, age and 9the~
attributes of Volunteers had changed over the last i0 years. For its part, his
delegation had no objection to the employment of retired personnel, but in that case
the programme might have to give up its claim to be a youth movement. The formal
consultations ~o be held between the programme and Governments and agencies
participating in UNV recruitment should be an opportunity to draw a clearer line
between United Nations Volunteers and other categories of staff in the field, such as
associate experts. The work of countries which~ like his own, were seeking to
recruit both associate experts and Volunteers would thereby be eased.
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54. His delegation also hoped that at those consultations there might be an
in-depth examination of all the factors making it difficult to recruit Volunteers
in the industrialized countries. Hiscountry, which at the end of 1979 had had
only five Volunteers in the field, was reviewing its entire policy in that area.

55. With regard to the countries benefitinc: from volunteers’ services~ he was
surprised that Sri Lanka was at the same time one of the largest suppliers of
Volunteers and the major recipient of Volunteers’ services. At the end of 1979
more than 20 per cent of all United Nations Volunteers had been serving in that
country. He also felt it imperative tha~ in all countries UNV inputs Should
always be in full harmony with the national systems of training and utilizing
qualified personnel.

56. Since the Covernin£~ Council had at the current session endorsed the
Administrator’s recommendation on the use of the ~P country progT~ming process
as a frame of reference for the operational activities of the United Nations
system at com~try level, it was desirable that, before approving participation by
United Nations Volunteers in the country programme, the Resident Representative
should~ if the Volunteer input was significant, seek the vie~s of the competent
United Nations agency.

57. In view of the current scale of the UIW programme ~d its probabl@ development,
it would seem essential to set up a system of evaluation~ ~Jhich might be financed
from the Special Voluntary Fund. Such valuation exercises, to };hich
developing-countryuniversities and research institutes might contribute, would
produce very valuable information on the results of procrantme activities and be
of great assistance to UI~P ~d all United Nations agencies concerned ~ith
development in considering and reviewing, where necessary, their role ~d policies
in the area of human resources development.

58. Regarding financial questions, he considered that Volunteer activities should
be wholly fuu%ded from ~Fs once ~to Special Vcluntary Fund had fulfilled its appointed
role in that field. Pending the results of the review of his country’s over-all
policies concerning volunteer activities, the S~edish Parliament had approve a
Government proposal to contribute 1 million ~Jedish hronor, or approximately
$US 240,000, to the Special Voluntary Fund for the financial year 19SO-1981, in
order to help the Fund to attain the short-term objectives set for it. He hoped
that the constructive suggestions his delegation had tried to m~e wi_%h:~ view to
consolidating m~d developing the programme would be taken into consideration in
due course.

59. Mr. HODY (Belgium) said he was pleased to note that the drive of the UIW
Co-ordinator and his staff had made it possible to increase the nt~ber of Volunteers
by almost 60 per cent in one year, ~ith an a@ministrative staff which had remained
very small. Provided that the ~[V progrsm~e received adequate funding, the target
figure of 1,000 Volunteers had every chance of being achieved by 1903.

60. His Government supported the UI{V programme because in its view the programme
provided an effective means of promotin~j technical a~d economic co-operation among
developing countries, all the more so in that it ~las mahinc increasing use of
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experts from developing countries. It would be undesirable, however~ for
the programme to accentuate the brain drain from ~hich many developing countries
suffered by employing their nationals in too croat numbers or for too long.

61. His delegation noted with ~atz.~action that 125 ~omen had been among the
634 Volunteers in the field at the end of 1979 and that the programme had placed
particular emphasis on meeting the assistance requirements of the least developed
countries.

62. Placing the Volunteers.under the authority of the Government of the country
to which theH were assi~ed was a good ~ay of promoting national self-relismce.
Since the national authorities ~ere in the best position to detez~nine the sectors
in which the help of the Voltunteers could be most useful, that practice made for
efficiency. His Government Pa%e~j from it so~n observation that the authorities of
developing countries were hicJ~iy satisfied with the work of the United Nations
Volunteers.

63, His Government fully endorsed the recommendations submitted by the Ach~inistrator
in section VI of document DP/~S4, ~d ~ould continue to make financial bbmtributi6ns
to the UNVprogramme.

64. Lastly, he suggested that the Covernin~ Council should accord the UNV
Co-ordinator the title of Executive Director. That decision, which would have no
financial implications, would be a way of recognizing the increasing importance
of the programme and a tribute to l’b. Nabulsi, who performed his dutieswith 6<teat
skill and devotion.

65. Mr. FONSE~ (Sri Lanka) said he was pleased to note that, in its lO years 
existence, the UNV prograL~me had achieved hichlypositive results. Its
performance was all the more meritorious in view of the fact that~ despite the
considerable expansion in its activities~ staffing levels had remained lo~.
Furthermore, it had scrupulously applied the principle of universality, since in
1979, 82 developing countries had been assisted by Volunteers from 69 countries.
Inthat connexion, it was encours~Ting to note that nearly 11’5 per cent of the
Volunteers came from developing countries, which was an effective expression of
TCDG in action. It would nevertheless be desirable to have a greater number of
qualifiedVolunteers from the developed countries and to make better use of their¯
skills. Such a development could be profitable, and donor countries should bear
that in mind.

66. He next turned to the reasons why his country benefited from the services of
what might appear to some to be too great a number of Volunteers. Out of the
144 Volunteers working in Sri La~ka, 139 were doctors. That was due to the fact
that during the previous i0 years many doctors and para-medieal workers, after
receiving a training of very high standard in Sri l~nka, had left for countries
offering higher remuneration. ¯ Being unable to prevent doctors from leaving the
country, his Government had had to resib~n itself to accepting the exodus of some
of the best medical men, who were currently helping to strengthen the medical
services of some of the major donor countries of ~FDP. It had nevertheless made
efforts to keep them in the country by offerin~ them financial incentives and
improved medical facilities. Furthermore~ it had taken the necessary steps to
ensure that doctors who received six years r free medical training cave an equal
period of service in the country. By those efforts, his Goverlm~ent hoped to



check the present e~:odus~ but in the meantime it had had to call on the United Nation~
Volunteers to remedy the shortage of me(!ical personnel. ~e programme started in
1978 was therefore only a stop-gap measure. He thanked the countries whose
voluntary contributions had made that pro£Tamme possible~ arid also the Governments
of India~ the Philippines ~nd Bum~.~a~ ~£1ich had provided the services of persor~ael
they themselves sorely needed.

67. Replying" to the representative of S~Jeden~ who had expressed surprise that
Sri Lanka should be both the largest provider and the major recipient of the
UNV programme~ he said that the migration of skilled workers followed the la~,Js of
supply and demand. Sri Lanka lacked qualified nerso1~_nel in some sectors9 but~
due to an unco-ordinated education system~ it hac! a surplus of skilled manpower,
particularly middle-6[rade teclmnicismus~ in other seotors~ and if the U}Yg programme
wished to avail itself of their services~ his Gove~mnent could hardly be held
responsible.

68. Mr. I(AL~I’£&I\T (United States of America) said he was pleased %o note the dramatic
expansion of the D]~ programme under the leadership of its Co-ordinator and the
fact that the number of Volunteers had almost tripled in three years. He also noted
that the rate of attrition was very low~ being less than I per cent in 1979~ the
most encouraging aspect~ however~ was the fact that the proportion of women ~,m~s
higher among the United Nations Volunteers than in any other United ~~±,a~-~zon~

organization.

69. He also noted with appreciation that in 1979 the D~’TV programm.e had offered
assistance %o refugees in !nolo-China and %hab there ~ere c;o.rrently some 4-O Volunteers
in that re@ion, in that com~e;~ion~ under an agreement concluded in i979, the
United States Peace Corps channelled fully~£unded volunteers %hroudh %he
UNV programme to help the refugee situation.

70. Turning to the financing of the progra~mne~ he said that annex III of document
DP/484 sho<~ed the United States ms having contributed [~5OO~OOO to the Special
Voluntary Fund for the calendar year 1979 and as not having pledged any contribution
for the calendar y~ar 1980, In fact~ given that in the United States the fiscal
year :did not correspond to the calendar year~ ars~e~ III should be amended to sho~.~ a
United States contribution of (~;~OO~OOO for 1979~ o_ud the same stm~ for 1980.

71. His delegation supported the Administrator’s recommendation that the UI,Z/
programme should play a significant role in the I~ternational Youth Year. The

~-’ j J-"programme was already responsible for carrying out ac~zv_ ~!es concerned ~,~ith youth
and domestic development service. As the results obtained thus far had been
satisfaotory~ it should be possible to e~psaud activities in those %~o areas still
further.

72. As far as the funding a~id recruitment of the Volunteers ~as concem~ed~ he ~as
of the view that the Govemlinc Council should conduct a complete revie~ of the
question at its ne~t session~ ~hen it ~ould have a full report on the entire
programme before i%.

¥

7~. Finally~ he emphasized that if the target of I~OOO Volunteers ~,~as to be
achieved by 198~ there would have %o be some growth in the support staff~ ~hich
%o date had been kept very small.



74. lb. CAVALCAIYfl (Brazil) said he trusted that the UI~ prograa~me would continue
to play a speci~fic role in the field of technical co-operation. His GoVez~nuent
would continue to support its a6tivities. Since ¯ 1978, Brazilian Volunteers had
been co-operating in projects in Portuguese-speaking African countries, and he
hoped that they Were making an effective contribution to the development efforts
of those countries. ILls Government was prepared to provide further Volunteers for
other Latin American and African countries.

75. The number of Voltu~teers from developing countries had increased in 1979 and
he hoped that trend would continue. Furthermore, the bul1~ of Dq~FV assistance should
continue to go to the least developed countries. He hoped that the n~ber of
Volunteers in service could be increased to !,OOO by 1983. In that c0nnexion, he
looked fo~ard to seeing the results of the work to be performed by the consultant
who in 1981 was to study means of increasing the n~mlber of Volunteers and improving
their quality. ~i

76. He felt bound to ezcpress some reservations regarding U~TV participation in the
International Youth Year. In his view, it was premature to earmark resottrces for
operational activities when the progra~es for the International Youth Year were
stilll not known and when the DI,F~ progrszmne was likely to be affected by the
current decline in contributions within the United l~Tations development system. It
would be desirable for the Coua~cil to wait until it had a clearer picture of the
situation before making appropriate reoolmuendations.

77. I~r. I/AFULA (Kenya) e~pressed his appreciation for the impressive growth in the
DI~TV progr~mle’s activities~ he hoped that the prog~ramme would continue to devote
itself fully to development work. His Govermuent was satisfied with the services
of the United Nations Volunteers currently working in Kenya in variou s fields. It
had recently Concluded an arrangement with UI, FDP and the D~TV programme to enable
qualified Volunteers to be recruited for a variety of Goverrmlent activities. Under
that arrangement, in-country costs were chargeable to the ICenyan Government.

78. He also e~ressed appreciation of the fact that there was a ve~/ broad spread
of nationalities among the United Nations Volunteers and that the proportion of
Volunteers from developing countries was increasing. That aspect of the
progrs~m~e’s activities was a practical e~caraple of TCDC. The fact that some
Volunteers were retired personnel was also to be welcomed, since their experience
could be very valuable.

79. Finally, he said that his Government supported the U~FV programme as a
cost-effective way of providing developing countries with the technical personnelI
they needed.

80. ~Ir. I LIYIP~i (Rwanda) welcomed the encouraging progress made bythe UNV progr~mnle
in 1979, particularly with respect to the ~ increase in the number of Volunteers in
the field. Nevertheless, the progr~e faced considerable ¯ problems which might in
time jeopardize the success of its work. ILls delegation therefore shared the concern
expressed by the AdJninistrator and the Co-ordinator, particularly in regard to the
inadequacy of the contributions to the Special Voltmts~j Fttnd.

81. On the subject of reorui~nent, he ~as pleased to note that a growing n~uber of
Volunteers were from developing cozuatries and that they had adequate training. That
was a very important point, because competence should be the deten~ining factor
where recruitment ~as conce~ned. Unforttu%ately, it did not always receive
sufficient consideration, and that caused delays in the handling of applications
and, hence, project implementation.
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82. Given that the activities of the U~ progr~mle had expanded considerably and
that it was planned to bring the ntm~ber of Volunteers in service up to I~000 by 1983,
his delegation thought that the progrm~mle support staff should be increased so that
the activities of the Volunteers could be better supervised and co-ordinated.

83. Finally, he supported the reco~nendations set forth in paragraph 31 of
document DP/484.

STATH~.,NT 9Y THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AGA EI£;~T F01DXDATION

84. ~£r. MORSE (A~ninistrator) said that, at its twenty-sixth session, the
Governing Council had approved "Guidelines concerning the relationship beh{een the
United Nations Development Pro~smz~e and external institutions" and that at its
current session it had before it a report (DP/475) for consideration at a later
stage. Since 7 April 1980, the Aga 1~an Foundation had been oneof the external
institutions agreeing to associate themselves with UI.~P in order to supplement the
Programme’s assistance to developing countries. He was therefore happy to welcome
the Chief Executive of that Foundation.

85. ~. CURTIS (Chief Executive of the Aga I{han Foundation), speaking at the
invitation of the President, said that the Aga l~an Foundation was delighted at the
prospect of working with UI~P to attain colm~;on objectives. Created in 1967, the
Foundation had begazn to develop a range of major pro~an~es, mainly in the
developing world, during the early 1970s. Today it had offices in India, P~cistan,
Kenya and the United Kingdom and hoped shortly to open others in Bangladesh, Canada
and Syria. It concerned itself especially with Islamic welfare activities,
particularly in the fields of health, education and housing. It ran four hospitals,
five maternity homes, and 164 primary health care units manned by over 1,400 staff.
To assist it in its wo~<, the Fomudation employed a ntmfoer of specialized
consultants~ particularly in the medical field, and due to its contacts in the
industrial countries, it was able to employ eminent practitioners. Those
consultants regularly visited the branches of the Foundation and helped the
executives in the field to define and monitor the progra;~nes, which represented a
kind of North-South dialogue to which the Foundation attached great importance.

86. In the health field, the Foundation had, since its creation, set up a large
number of primary health care centres throughout the Asian subcontinent and in
East Africa; while continuing its wo~ in that sector, it was now seeking %o
develop the hospitals essential to good pr~uary health care services. Having
expanded and upgraded a hospital in Bombay, it was currently constructing a hOspital
of over 700 beds in Karachi. The Xarachi hospital would provide training for
doctors and nurses and would be linked closely with smaller medical units catering
for the health of the vemg poor.

87. In education, the Foundation granted scholarships to outstanding students from
developing countries to enable them to foll~ post-graduate studies in North Jmerica
and Western Europe. In some countries such as India, Pakistan and ~enya, the
Foundation provided aid ranging from textbooks to university scholarships.
Furthemmore, it owned a large n~aber of schools, some privately run and others
operating in the national school system. Lastly, the Foundation had recently



launched a programme enabling schoolchildren at all the institutions owned by the
Foundation to have regular medical check-ups and~ if necessary~ to receive free
treatment from volunteer doctors. In all those activities the Foundation had aimed
to attract the co-operation and support of United ~Tations agencies such as DIVICEF.

88. In each of the countries where it had an office, the Foundation reviewed all
welfare programmes, including Government programmes, to establish just where its
input would be most effective. Following that review it prepared a five-year plan
on which its progranm~es were based. Sometimes those reviews were supported by more
detailed demogTaphic surveys;, the Foundation had built the maternity home in
I(ar~dabad after establishing the high population growth in that area of Karachi.

89. At the initiative of the Aga Khan, the Fotu%dation was to involve itself in
training in management techniques in social institutions such as schools and
hospitals. That was a colmuonly neglected area, and a large proportion of the sums
spent each year throughout the world on social activities was wasted for lack of
efficient management. A project was currently under consideration to create in
India, in oo-operation with UNDP, a school of management for social institutions,
and he hoped that other establishments of that type could eventually be built in
other countries with the aid of UIYDP.

The meeting rose at I.I0 p.m..


